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ABSTRACT
Mobile ad-hoc networks are prone to various security vulnerabilities because of its characteristics mainly
high mobility of nodes, and no well defined architecture. Security measures are difficult to implement as
there is no central administration. Several attacks on Mobile ad-hoc network have been identified so far
and Black hole attack is one of them. In this paper we discuss black hole attack on Ad-hoc network and
propose a solution to the hijacked node behaving as black hole node. A scenario has been considered
where a node inside network has been intruded and compromised to cause black hole attack. The proposed
security solution modifies original AODV using a hierarchical based intrusion detection method to
identify hijacked node and exclude the particular node from network.
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1. Introduction
Mobile Ad-hoc network is an autonomous system in which nodes are connected over wireless
links. Whenever nodes coexist in neighbourhood they instantly establish a network in order to
communicate with each other. Mobile Ad-hoc network do not posses any concrete infrastructure
as there is no centralized administration, nodes are highly mobile and lack of infrastructure,
routing protocols and security measures are difficult to implement. Usually nodes follow dynamic
topology concept, where nodes are allowed to move freely in the network. Any node can either
join or leave the network at any time without prior notification. If two nodes lie within
transmission range of each other, they can communicate through intermediate nodes. Mobile adhoc network are more vulnerable to security threats than wired network due to following
characteristics:
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highly dynamic topology
No centralize administration
No concrete infrastructure
Limited resources viz. battery power,
Limited bandwidth
Energy constrained operations
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a. Ad hoc On Demand routing Protocol
In ad hoc network routing protocols are classified under two categories by Royer and Toh(1999):
a) Proactive or periodic
b) Reactive or on-demand routing protocol
[2] describes that in proactive routing protocol, nodes exchange routing information with each
other periodically to know the current routes to all other nodes[3]. In reactive protocols, routing
information is exchanged only when a particular node needs to send data packet to destination
node. DSR[5], AODV[6], LAR[9] are some existing examples of On demand routing protocols.
Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) has been discussed in [12]. It is an on demand
routing protocol which discovers path form one node to destination node only when sender node
needs to send data packets. Route is discovered through intermediate nodes with the help of
control messages such as Route Request (RREQ) and Route Reply(RREP). Dest_seq_no and
hop_count is associated with each node. Node having highest Dest_seq_no specifies fresh route
to the destination. When sender node wants to establish path to destination node, it broadcast
RREQ message. Intermediate nodes rebroadcast the RREQ to their corresponding neighbour
nodes. The node which has fresh route to the destination generates RREP and unicast to the
sender node. [12] Describes the complete structure of AODV along with header information. If
RREP message is not received within a certain threshold, RREQ is broadcasted again. Traffic
control and route discovery is straightforward.

b. Black Hole attack
Generally attacks can be classified as External and Internal. Nodes that are not part of network,
attacks inside nodes cause external attack. Legitimate nodes that are compromised to attack other
nodes within same network causes internal network. There can be Passive and Active attacks too.
In active attack normal functioning of network is disrupted whereas in passive attack information
is snooped by intruder, functioning of network operations are not interrupted.
[1] Classified security attack in ad hoc networks according to the network protocol stack. There
are numerous attacks mentioned in table below, our main purpose behind this paper is to highlight
the black hole attack.
APPLICATION
Repudiation, Data
LAYER
corruption
TRANSPORT
Session hijacking, SYN
LAYER
flooding
NETWORK
Wormhole attack, Black
LAYER
hole attack, location
disclosure attack
DATALINK
Traffic analysis,
LAYER
Disruption MAC(802.11)
PHYSICAL
Eavesdropping,
LAYER
interceptions, jamming
Black hole attack has been discussed by Deng et.al.[8] , it acts upon network layer which is
imperative in establishing connection in a network. Black hole attack hinders the data
transmission by not forwarding the data packets towards destination. When malicious node
receives RREQ, it advertises itself as having shortest path to destination by quickly generating
RREP with highest dest_seq_no, source node dumps all other RREP perceiving that malicious
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node has fresh route to the destination. Malicious node receives data packets from sender but do
not forward it further. Malicious node or the black hole node degrades performance, deprives
traffic from source node and causes denial of service. In [13] performance of a network under the
effect of black hole node has been compared by simulating ad-hoc network with and without
black hole node.

2. Related Work
M.Umaparvathi et.al in [2] has proposed two-tier secured AODV to detect single node acting as a
black hole along with group of nodes collectively contributing to black hole attack. Tier 1 detects
single black hole node using verification message. Whereas tier 2 detect group of nodes creating
black hole attack using Rc number of Control messages and Rm number of data packets.
Various Intrusion Detection Systems in Manet has been proposed so far. In [11] Sevil has raised
various issues in implementing Intrusion Detection System in ad-hoc networks.
[1] has surveyed various types of Ids in manet such as Distributed and Co-operative IDS
proposed by Zhang and Lee[7], Hierarchal based IDS which provides multilayered architecture,
Distributed Intrusion Detection System using multiple sensors[4] etc .
[3] Murugan et.al has proposed cluster based technique to detect misbehaviour, isolate and
authenticate nodes using cluster based technique and threshold cryptography. The proposed
scheme has used Proactive Secret sharing technique to share secret key among nodes which is
deployed along with threshold cryptography to provide more security.

3.Proposed work
Proposed method works upon Hierarchal based IDS in which nodes are divided in clusters. Using
threshold cryptography and Proactive sharing scheme [12] key is distributed among member
nodes. Node with maximum 1 hop count is chosen as Cluster Head (CH). Proposed work
modifies original AODV using cluster based technique to detect hijacked node causing black hole
attack inside network.

Fig 1. Cluster of Nodes
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Let us suppose N1 be the source node, D is the destination node which can be either in same
cluster or different cluster. IMn be the intermediate nodes where n= 2, 3, 4…
During route discovery phase source node N1 request cluster head (CH1) to issue certificate. CH
issues certificate to source node, after checking its trust value. Source node broadcast RREQ
(route request) to all its neighbours. RREQ would be of following format:
RREQ< IPs, IPd, IDb, Seqs, Seqd, Cert, Hop_count >
Here IPs, IPd, is the IP address of source and destination respectively. IDb denotes the broadcast
Id, Cert represents Certificate issued by Cluster Head. Hop_count depicts number of nodes
message have passed. When RREQ reaches IMn there can be three cases, which are as follows:

CASE1: Intermediate node (IMn) has no route to destination.
In this case IMn would rebroadcast RREQ to its neighbours; a reverse path pointer is set to the
node from which it received RREQ or source node. Hop_count field is incremented by 1. IMn
would also add its own IP address to the rebroadcasted RREQ.

CASE2: IMn is Destination itself.
Destination unicast Reply to next hop towards source node. Source node on receiving Reply from
source node, transfers the data packet to destination and waits for acknowledgement.
CASE3: IMn has fresh route to destination.
If IMn has fresh route to destination, it generates RREP and forwards it towards source along
with IP address of the nodes which comes in between the path from source to destination. Source
node chooses IMn with higher sequence number and extracts the path details mentioned in
RREP. Source stores the path details until it receives acknowledgement from destination. The
format of RREP will be as such:
RREP < IPs, IPd, IDb, Seqs, Seqd, SeqIM, Cert, Hop_count , detail (IPi) > where i=1, 2, 3, 4…
IPi is the IP address of all the nodes which comes in between the path. i denotes the number of
nodes. IPi is stored temporarily and dumped once source gets assure that data packet has reached
to destination.
In proposed method all the nodes receiving data packet send acknowledgement to the node from
which it received it. If source node receives acknowledgement from destination within threshold
time, path is found to be secure against black hole node and originator takes no action. Otherwise
source starts verifying nodes. Source node unicast verification message to all the nodes whose
details it has stored. Through verification message Source asks the corresponding nodes to reply
either TRUE or FALSE. If IMn has received acknowledgement from its next node it replies
TRUE otherwise FALSE. We assume that hijacked node would always intend to hide itself.
Suppose in above figure N6 is the source node and N10 is the destination. N7, N8, N9 are the
intermediate nodes whose details has been stored by N6.
N6 unicast verification message to N7, N8, N9 and N10. Upon receiving verification message
each IMn replies either TRUE or FALSE to source. N6 might receive TRUE, FALSE or no reply.
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Suppose a scenario where N7 replies TRUE, N8 and N10 replies FALSE, and N9 does not reply
at all. In that case N9 is assumed to be hijacked node which acted as black hole node and did not
forward the data packet. Alarm has been raised by source node and N9 is excluded from network.
Source node analyse black hole node by considering different combination of TRUE or FALSE
messages.

4. Conclusion
The proposed algorithm uses Hierarchal based Intrusion Detection system along with threshold
cryptography. It detects the hijacked node and raises an alarm to alert other nodes inside
network. The process of verification would be quick and small to reduce overhead and
compatible with mobility of nodes. Proposed algorithm would be suitable for military
battleground as chances of node being hijacked are more there.

5. Future Work
The proposed work would be implemented in a software programming language and it would be
compared with original AODV using Network Simulator on the basis of cost, throughput, end to
end delay, packet delivery ratio etc. Future work will also include improvement in proposed
algorithm regarding network congestion other perspectives.
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